
・Use gloves and mask. 
・NEVER use the device to suction in water, organic solvents or flammables.
・It should not be used to suction in titanium or ignitable metals. 
・Do not leave a thing or a cloth near the sensor switch.
　*Sensor switch does not activate smoothly with Colored glove(especially blue color) since it
　  activates with infrared radiation.
・Do not leave a thing or a cloth near the intake.
・Do not use or leave the device exposed to heat sources, such as lights that may cause temperature to rise. 
・Do not overload on the product

・Use gloves and mask. 
・Because the silent filter is tighten up by the tapered structure, it may be a risk of breaking if it
　inserts strongly. 
・The hood may be damaged as a shock of dropping

・Begin suction by placing your hand to about 5 cm above the vertical plane of the sensor switch’s window. 
・Stop the device by again extending your hand toward the sensor switch’s window

●Attach(pic.3)

●Remove(pic.4)

・ LED light will be turned on by pressing the LED light switch equipped to the arm head(pic.2) 　
・Pressing it again will turn off the lights

①Turn off the arm switch. 
②ARTEO N or L hood inserts to the 6th arm head. When you apply the silent filter, insert it into the head. 
　(The most silencing effect can be obtained at inserting 10 to 20mm to the head)
③Lock it with clicking sound. 
④Make sure not to be fallen the N or L hood before use.

①Turn off the arm switch. 
②The 6th arm head goes to downward direction.
③While holding the hood locking lever, remove ARTEO N or L hood. Be careful not to be dropped off the silent
　filter, if it is inside.

1.Sensor switch(pic.1)

2.LED light(pic.2) 　

3.How to attach/detach the hood

Freearm Arteo  - Quick manual (Central type) - Instruction and maintenance -

Free arm Arteo - Instruction-
●Caution●

●Caution●

Sensor switch LED light switch

Insert the
hood until it

sounds clicking

Hood lock lever
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Arteo N hood

Free arm shield

Arteo L hood Clear mouth plus

2.Arm and body

1.Hood
・Do not use organic solvent and solution except for the specified agent by Tokyo Giken

・Exterior　　・・・Use specified cleaning product, or wiped it out softly by soft cloth contained a little water
                                  or a neutral detergent.

・Inside of the arm ・・・Use cleaning product specified  by Tokyo Giken

Free arm Arteo – Maintenance-

Free arm - consumable accessories3

●Caution●
・Use gloves and mask. 
・The arm switch must be OFF. 
・Use specified cleaning kit, or wiped it out softly by soft cloth contained a little water or a neutral detergent.
・Do not use organic solvent and solution except for the specified agent by Tokyo Giken. 
・When autoclave the hood, it shall be done at 121 degree Celsius or less. Do not process on the drying 
　at 121 degree Celsius or more. (Durable times of autoclaving the hood is approximately 30 times) 
・Do not touch until its cool down after autoclave.

Freearm Arteo

Hood

 Infection control

Silent filter

Silencer
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Rotate direction
of screw

Washer is not for adjusting
the joints. Do not rotate
washer to avoid any damage
to the product.

・Use gloves and mask. 
・The arm switch must be OFF. (pic.1.2)
・Screw driver is attached on the arm(pic 3).

Arteo I/FArteo I/F

Arteo I/FArteo I/F

TightenTighten

Do not touch!!Do not touch!!

LoosenLoosen

Do not adjust this screw. 
It is fixing Sensor switch. 
Do not adjust this screw. 
It is fixing Sensor switch. 

××

4 Free arm Arteo – Arm joint adjustment -

●Caution●

！Caution！

If you wish to tighten
the joint : 
Right direction

If you wish to loosen
the joint :
Left direction

Screw driver (There are 2 screws
on the arm. Right one is drive.)
Screw driver (There are 2 screws
on the arm. Right one is drive.)Arteo TArteo T

Arteo TArteo T
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